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Purpose: To use Quality Improvement (QI) science, for the implementation of a patient self referral initiative
“go2physio”. The initiative took place over 12 months.
Method: The Model For Improvement (MFI) methodology was employed addressing the 3
key questions:
1) What are we trying to accomplish? 2) How will we know that a change is an
improvement? 3) What change can we make that will result in an improvement?
The framework utilised small scale tests of change using the Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA)
format. A 90 day improvement collaborative took place which involved 3 GP surgeries, 5
NHS Musculoskeletal (MSK) Physiotherapists, 1 secondary care administration booking staff
member and 2 service users. A measurement strategy was formulated with the main
outcome measure: the percentage of referrals to physiotherapy received via “go2physio”. To
deploy changes at scale and implement “go2physio” across the city a QI approach called the
wedge and spread model was adopted.
Results: An online patient self referral form and pathway was
implemented at scale within 12 months, which patients valued.
At the end of the 12 month initiative the Statistical Process Charts
(SPC) demonstrated 53.9% of referrals from the 90 day
collaborative 3 GP practices were via “go2physio”, with 24.6% from
across all 45 GP practices city wide.
There was no overall increase in total referral numbers. Existing
provision was able to accommodate all referrals. There were no
observed changes in wait times or non-attendance rates to the
service.
Analysis of feedback from the 90 day collaborative team had an
overwhelming theme (55%). This theme showed the most
valuable element to be collaboration and discussions between
professions and staff members. Quotes from the collaborative
included: “Successful change takes successful measurement”
“PDSA cycles are key to measure change” “enjoyed listening to
other people’s ideas” “importance of data collection” “enjoyed
learning from all different areas”.

Conclusions: QI science methodology, namely MFI, is a robust technique
to drive service redesign, particularly over a short timeframe. The 90 day
collaborative approach can be a valuable tool that can support clinical
leaders. The 90 day collaborative fostered multi-professional learning,
promoting communication across primary and secondary care. Iterative
multiple small scale PDSA cycles drove fast paced change ideas ensuring
confidence was built with the solution prior to wide sale implementation.
Learning from both success and failure was accepted within this
framework. The introduction of an online patient self referral to a wellestablished NHS MSK Physiotherapy service can be an efficient addition.
More evidence of the use of QI tools, following the guidelines by the
Standards for Quality Improvement Reporting Excellence (SQUIRE) is
urgently required. QI capabilities need to be prioritised otherwise
frameworks like the MFI will remain underutilised and relatively unknown.

Implications: Illustrates and
advocates effective utilisation of QI
science methodology within the
Physiotherapy field. Self referral to
a well-established NHS MSK
Physiotherapy service does not
change the wait time or DNA rate.
Patients are keen to self refer to a
NHS MSK Physiotherapy service via
an online form. Digital innovation is
crucial for future patient self
referral initiatives.
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